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2nd List of additional candidate called for Document Verification and Medical

Examination
 
 

1) Further to the notice dated 
(15 digits) has been provisionally shortlisted for Document Verification (DV) and
Medical Examination 
empanelment of candidates for the post in Pay 
Medical Standard. 

 
Category No. 2, Post
 

251195260005765 

 

2) The Document Verification
Muzaffarpur and the reporting

3) SMS/email alert is being
downloading their e-call letter from

4) Candidate is advised to read the detailed instructions given in the DV e
carefully and bring all 

5) The candidate called for DV should produce all the original documents along
two set of photo copies in A4 size paper as detailed in the CEN and e
issued for DV. 

6) That candidate called for DV may note that
Medical Examination at the nominated Railway Hospital located in the jurisdiction of
concerned RRB on the 
to stay for 3-4 days accordingly.
Rs. 24/- only. Accordingly, candidate has to come prepared for DV and Medical
Examination. 

7) The candidature of the shortlisted candidate is purely provisionally and is liable to be
cancelled at any 
inconsistency/deficiency/discrepancy detected in the information furnished by him in
online application or any malpractice on his part coming to the notice at any stage of
the recruitment process

8) It is to be noted that
Verification/Medical Examination
the Railways. 

9) While every care has been taken in preparing the result, RRB reserves the right to
rectify any inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake etc.
inability to entertain any
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RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD 
MUZAFFARPUR 

(GOVT. OF INDIA, MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS) 
Lichi Bagan, Maripur, Muzaffarpur 

 : rrbmfp-bih@nic.in, Web : www.rrbmuzaffarpur.gov.in 

CEN No. 01/2019 (NTPC) 

List of additional candidate called for Document Verification and Medical
Examination for the post of Level-6 

Further to the notice dated 27.09.2022, candidate bearing the following Roll Number
(15 digits) has been provisionally shortlisted for Document Verification (DV) and

 further from the merit list in order to fill
empanelment of candidates for the post in Pay Level-6 due to unfit

Post-Station Master 

Only 1 candidate 

Verification is scheduled on 11.01.2023 at Railway Recruitment
reporting time is 10:00 hrs. 

being sent to candidate’s registered mobile/email
call letter from RRB’s website. 

Candidate is advised to read the detailed instructions given in the DV e
 the required certificates/documents in original.

The candidate called for DV should produce all the original documents along
set of photo copies in A4 size paper as detailed in the CEN and e

That candidate called for DV may note that after completion of DV will be sent for
Medical Examination at the nominated Railway Hospital located in the jurisdiction of

 next day of the DV. The candidate is required
accordingly. Candidate has to pay the prescribed

only. Accordingly, candidate has to come prepared for DV and Medical

The candidature of the shortlisted candidate is purely provisionally and is liable to be
 stage of recruitment or thereafter. In

inconsistency/deficiency/discrepancy detected in the information furnished by him in
online application or any malpractice on his part coming to the notice at any stage of

process or thereafter. 
that merely shortlisting or calling a candidate
Examination does not entitle him in any way to

While every care has been taken in preparing the result, RRB reserves the right to
y any inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake etc.

any correspondence on this account from the 

3                                                              Chairman
 RRB/Muzaffarpur

 

 

List of additional candidate called for Document Verification and Medical 

, candidate bearing the following Roll Number 
(15 digits) has been provisionally shortlisted for Document Verification (DV) and 

fill the shortfall in 
6 due to unfit in prescribed 

Recruitment Board, 

mobile/email ID for 

Candidate is advised to read the detailed instructions given in the DV e-call letter 
original. 

The candidate called for DV should produce all the original documents along-with 
set of photo copies in A4 size paper as detailed in the CEN and e-call letter 

after completion of DV will be sent for 
Medical Examination at the nominated Railway Hospital located in the jurisdiction of 

required to come prepared 
prescribed medical fee of 

only. Accordingly, candidate has to come prepared for DV and Medical 

The candidature of the shortlisted candidate is purely provisionally and is liable to be 
In case of any 

inconsistency/deficiency/discrepancy detected in the information furnished by him in 
online application or any malpractice on his part coming to the notice at any stage of 

candidate for Document 
to an appointment in 

While every care has been taken in preparing the result, RRB reserves the right to 
y any inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake etc. RRB regrets the 

 candidate. 

Chairman 
Muzaffarpur 


